European Volontary Service placement
Hosting Organisation : Cinambule Association
Location : Cabrières d’Avignon ; village with 1500
inhabitants in the Vaucluse (Provence-Alpes-Côtes
d’Azur région)
Duration of the activities: 11 months
Start of the project: February 2018
Coordination Organisation: Eurocircle, Marseille
Context of the organization:

The Cinambule Association is a non-profit organization of cinephile volunteers created in 1981
and located in the village of Cabrières d’Avignon. The organization is based in a rural and quite
remote place, far from the cinemas and from the cultural programs which can exist in big cities.
Nevertheless, the area is quite active during the summer in the cultural field. Cinambule organizes a
series of events throughout the year, mainly focusing on short films.
The main objective of the organization is to give access to the largest part of the population to
cinema and culture, through not formal educational practices.
Public:
The local population of the area: of all ages (adults, youths, seniors…).
Some actions are organized especially for youths such as interventions in schools about education
through cinema and pictures.
Volunteer’s activities:
-

-

To be involved in project steering, for the short-film Festival “Court, c’est court!”
(organization of the project, help to create new partnerships between France and Sweden…)
To animate workshops in schools with children twice a week about discovery of cinema
To work as a team with a French volunteer
To help with the preparation of the film projections during summer (outdoor theater)
To help with the general communication of the organization, and the communication about
the punctual events

Accomodation: The volunteer will stay in a hosting family, close to the organization.
Language support: the volunteer will have access to OLS (online linguistic support).
Allowance: The volunteer will receive monthly 150€ of pocket money and compensation for food
(weekends and holidays), and 210€ of compensation for food (weeks). An inssurance will also be
provided during the project. The international transport to France is financed with 180 € or 275 €
depending on the living country of the volunteer.
Profile of the coming volunteer:
- To be motivated and involved in the associative project of Cinambule.
- To be interested in cinema and short films.
If you have any questions, if you’d like to apply, please contact the EVS team of Eurocircle on this
address: sve@eurocircle.info

